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Welcome to

AUTUMN/WINTER
2018
Welcome to Hospitality Matters, our
regular bulletin for the hotels and leisure
industry.
We are going to press with the business world
facing uncertain times, perhaps more than
usual. No Brexit deal has yet been secured,
so we remain uncertain as to the UK’s future
relationship with its largest trading partner.
We await the outcome of the US midterms,
which will determine whether Trump can
continue to push through his legislative
agenda. World stock markets have been
jittery through October and oil prices are
being affected by events in Saudi Arabia
and reimposition of US sanctions over Iran.
But looking at hotel operational performance,
you would have thought all this matters not
a jot. Across those markets with stable
demand/supply metrics, underlying
performance remains good; and whilst
inflationary and exchange rate-driven costs
pressures are challenging the bottom line,
rates and occupancy are mostly holding up.

High levels of operational performance and
plenty of international capital still looking for
a home, paired with very low yields across
more conventional real estate asset classes
and the winds of distress blowing across the
retail sector, mean hotels are an increasingly
popular investment class, even for
conventional real estate funds that have not
previously looked at operating businesses.
It is in this context that our Hotels & Leisure
sector group is performing stronger than ever.
We are now the only law firm in the UK
ranked #1 for Hotels & Leisure in both
Legal 500 and Chambers and Partners legal
directories and remain top of the sector
league table for deals by some margin.
Chambers even lists CMS as the only top tier
firm, backed by one client quote as follows:
‘The team stands out as #1; others may be
good, but they are not CMS’
I do not know which client said this, but
whoever it was, if you are reading this,
thank you!

Thomas Page
Global Head of Hotels & Leisure Group
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After success in the Asian and American markets
for some time now, the aparthotel sector is being
increasingly recognised as a separate asset class
in the UK market. This is partly due to improved
investment and also an increasing demand
for serviced apartments as people look for the
comfort of home with the flexibility of a hotel.
Aparthotels bridge the gap between hotel rooms
and rented apartments. Popular with families and
larger groups who want the increased private
living space, they are intended for longer stays
than traditional hotels and usually contain a kitchen
and living area (although often in a studio format),
but with the benefit of some hotel services and
no contracts. There is also a huge demand from
corporate guests staying for extended periods.
Depending on the target market, references do
differ however and the same product might be
an aparthotel if offered by a hotel company but
called serviced accommodation by another.
The model means that although developers can
accommodate fewer rooms than conventional
hotels to provide the increased living space, they
benefit from a lower turnover and therefore
generally lower vacancy rates.
London is unsurprisingly the most mature
aparthotel market in the UK due to its popularity
with business travellers, but cities such as York,
Manchester, Edinburgh and Aberdeen have also
seen much investment. The European aparthotel
operator Adagio (which is a joint venture between
Accor – who own mainstream brands including
Ibis and Novotel – and Center Parc’s owner Pierre
& Vacances) has identified the UK as its ‘priority
market for expansion’. Its 146-dwelling Edinburgh
aparthotel – part of Artisan Real Estate Investors’
New Waverley development – recently announced

that it had beaten its initial 12 months target
by 44%, delivering revenue of £4.62m. Buoyed
by that success, the operator has plans for a new
site in Leicester and another 10 sites by 2020, to
supplement its existing aparthotels in Liverpool,
Birmingham and Edinburgh.
The absence of well-established names in the
UK market had previously created the impression
that aparthotels were not a mainstream product.
However brand expansion in recent years has
fuelled development of the asset class. One key
emerging player is Roomzzz; They opened an
impressive new 114-room aparthotel at the Corn
Exchange Manchester in mid February, and the
Edinburgh St James development will feature a
73-room Roomzzz aparthotel.
The expansion in the aparthotels market has
coincided with branding becoming increasingly
important in the accommodation sector.

The aparthotel sector is being
increasingly recognised as a separate
asset class in the UK market.
In recent years we have seen a steady stream of
independent hotels being rebranded as part of
international chains and supported by increased use
of management and franchise agreements.
Franchise agreements allow franchisees to operate
their hotel or aparthotel under the franchisor’s name
for a fee provided they comply with strict guidelines
to ensure consistency and to protect the franchisor’s
interests, while the brands take a more active role
where management agreements are used.
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Underpinning the increasing success of the
aparthotels sector is a consistent brand experience.
Brand manuals regulate everything from the colour
of the wallpaper to the TV channels available to
guests. They are often referred to in franchise
or management agreements to make it clear
contractually what owners have to provide. To
allow some flexibility, agreements often provide
for brand standards to be updated from time to
time to keep up with market trends – something
that is particularly important in today’s society,
where consumers are looking for the most up-todate in-room technology.
Another way of ensuring hotel quality is to define
a standard by referring to the relevant section of
the market. Legal agreements will often refer to
comparable ‘luxury’ hotels or ‘budget’ hotels, the
assumption being that it is well established what is
budget and what is luxury. Similar to the star rating
systems, the hotels are judged on their available
amenities such as restaurants, gyms and spas
(rather than aesthetic appearance or quality) with
the more boxes ticked, the higher the rating. These
groupings can also be used to guide room rates.
The benefit of this approach is flexibility. Standards
change over time; tastes and customer expectations
at the start of the term of an agreement will no
doubt differ from what’s expected at the end.
So where do brand standards sit in the
aparthotel market?
Firstly, due to their nature aparthotels have less
hotel services which they can be judged on. Where
the apartments have their own kitchens and lounge
areas for example, it is understandable that there
will be less (or even no) restaurants and common
seating areas. It is difficult therefore to use the
same quality standards as used for hotels.
Given the market for aparthotels is relatively new,
there is not the same level of consumer expectation

Lindsay Dougall
Associate
TT +44 131 200 7577
EE lindsay.dougall@cms-cmno.com
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or depth of comparative evidence. This also means
that aparthotel operators who are still developing
their styles and assessing customer demand may
not be in a position to release brand manuals, or
may have brand manuals that are not yet fully
developed or ‘tried and tested’.
There is a huge variation in types of aparthotel and
the level of service provided. Aparthotel operator
Staycity launched their new premium brand, Wilde
Aparthotels by Staycity, in summer 2017. It was
described by their CEO and co-founder Tom Walsh
as having ‘a clear personality and...distinctive style,
comfort and clever design’. In contrast to the more
basic apartments traditionally offered by Staycity,
the new Wilde sites due to open in London,
Edinburgh, Manchester and Berlin will have 43’
flat screen televisions in each room, touch panels
to control room facilities and extra-large beds.
Given the similarities between aparthotels and
hotels it might be thought simple enough to follow
the same luxury and budget definitions. In some
ways the standards are interchangeable (such as
décor, entertainment packages and availability of
Wi-Fi) but it becomes difficult when considering
those areas within an aparthotel which you would
not expect to find a hotel room, such as the
kitchen. Some high end aparthotel rooms offer
a dedicated Nespresso machine and Nutri-Bullet
as standard for example, with others having a
dedicated office space. Due to in-room capabilities,
aparthotels also tend to have fewer leisure facilities
such as restaurants and bars which are often key to
determining a hotel’s rating.
In the absence of industry body intervention,
there is no neat solution to defining the standard
of an aparthotel at the moment, but hopefully this
will naturally resolve itself over time as the market
matures and customer expectations become clear.
What is certain, however, is that the aparthotel
market is here to stay.
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Finding the balance: human
touch versus high tech

In July 2018, we launched our latest thought leadership report examining
what technology is expected and valued by millennials when they visit
restaurants and hotels. The survey of over 5,000 millennials globally is
contrasted with the opinions and experiences of 170 hoteliers and
restaurateurs with some very interesting results.
We chose millennials as a group because they have the spending power of
the future, they account for a third of revenue for both hotels and
restaurants and we thought it would be interesting to compare what they
want and expect with how businesses are shaping their own organisations
and planning for the future.

Profile of a millennial

54% of millennial
respondents work full time.

40% live at home
with parents.*

20% live with partner
and no children.

MM

Those most likely to live
with a partner and children
are in Brazil.

*

A global average of
2.5 weeks on holiday in
the last year.

53% balance income
and expenses while
31% save money.

India – most likely at 72%
Germany – least likely at 21%
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90%

90% businesses agree that
organisations are underestimating
the expectation of millennials in
the hospitality sector.

13%
83% businesses are actively
futureproofing their business
to meet millennials’ demands.

13% of millennial income
is spent on holidays.

22% of millennial business travellers
consider technology availability
when making their hotel choice.

60% of millennials want a new
experience when on holiday.

13
13% of millennial income is spent
in restaurants and bars.

46

47%

72% of millennials value interaction
with hotel and restaurant staff.

46% of millennials holidayed in their
own country in the last year.

47% of millennials want to be
able to order food at a restaurant
before arriving.

28% of restauranteurs plan to
introduce 3D virtual entertainment
in the next 12 months.

Over USD 1bn to be invested
in technology to improve
customer experience.

20% of millennials expect to visit
Asia or Oceania in the next year,
with these locations seen as having
the most potential by businesses.

Hotels
There are lots of disruptors in the hospitality sector
today. The role of technology is expected to play
an even more significant role in the next five years,
according to 80% of hotelier respondents.
Companies are now investing 9% of their annual
revenue in technology to improve customer
experience and compete with online disruptors.
This amounts to an estimated investment of over
USD 1bn. 8 in 10 claim that technology has
proven disruptive to their business model over
the last 12 months, with website comparison
sites (40%) and online travel agents (39%)
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considered to have been particularly disruptive.
Despite this, overall, booking through a hotel’s
own website is still the preferred option for
millennials in most countries.
In a similar vein, web reviews are holding ever
greater sway in booking preferences, so online
booking is pushing up industry standards.
The industry is fighting back with hoteliers
creating loyalty programmes and their own
apps. Operators are also spending more on the
booking pages on their websites, viewing them
as a way to sell their brand with additional offers
and services during guest stays.

Preferences for business travellers
Q. How would you prefer to do the following
when staying at a hotel for business?

A growing number of hotels, including Radisson
RED and Hyatt Centric, are already alive to this
and offer guests the ability to stream their Netflix
onto their room’s television. Others such as Hilton
and Hotel EMC2 enable control of lighting and
thermostats remotely via their app. Some hotels
have even added an Amazon Echo unit so that
guests can stream music, check the weather and
search for local things to do via voice command.
It seems that getting the basics of technology in
hotels right should be the priority and that more
advanced technologies are not as essential. 89%
of millennials say their personal devices should be
easily connected to in-room technology and 92%
expect there to be free high-speed WiFi in their
rooms. Climate control and apps for hotel services
also featured highly. In contrast, only 20% of
millennials would like to see voice-based in-room
technologies in hotel rooms like Alexa, Siri, Google
Assistant and only 20% want digital door keys
through a mobile device.

13%

20%
42%

41%

28%

26%

18%

12%

Lennert de Jong,
Chief Commercial Officer, CitizenM

Many hotel brands are recognising that in-room
technology is appealing to millennials. Guests
increasingly see their smartphones as a way of
linking to a hotel’s ‘concierge for a digital age’
and they want to use their own smartphone
apps in their rooms and shared spaces.

Finding the balance: human touch versus high tech

I think it is key to understand what
a human can deliver and what a
machine can deliver. What we really
need to do is focus on technology
that enables our humans to
become more human in their
service. Have the machines do the
bits they are good at and allow the
humans to over deliver and make
people smile.

Ask for directions

Pay bill

13%

19%

36%

38%
27

%

24%

24%

19%
Ask for recommendations

Use in-room technology
9%

12%
33%

33%

17%

28%
42%

28%

Order room service

Request being
picked up/driven

8%
In person

26%

Phone app

29%

Telephone call

37%

Website

Request a wake-up call
In some respects, hoteliers seem to be on the right
track. 70% have introduced high-speed WiFi over
the last 12 months, and 59% have introduced apps
for hotel services. However in several areas they
appear to have misjudged millennial demand for
certain features. So far, only 35% have introduced
climate control technologies. 23% have introduced
digital interactive screens, with a further 20%
planning to do so in the next 12 months, despite
only 18% of millennials ranking this as a
particularly desirable feature.

It’s not just about the technology or
having access to your favourite streaming
platform in your room. It’s much bigger
than that. It’s about feeling like your
guestroom was created just for you – like
it’s a home away from home, a place you
want to come back to over and over.
Jonathan W Witter,
Chief Customer Officer, Hilton
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Restaurants
Millennials are dining out more than they are
ordering in. Despite this, competition is fierce
and many restaurants are being forced into using
technology to attract customers and deliver a
better customer experience. Whether it is making
online reservations, settling the bill, or sending in
an all-important customer review, technology in
the restaurant industry is making things simpler
and more transparent, and those adopting
technology are seeing the advantages.
The rise of services such as Deliveroo, Just Eat
and Uber Eats seem to confirm the myth that
millennials would rather not cook for themselves.
However, only 6% of our respondents had not
dined out in the past 12 months, and most
favoured the casual dining or fast food chains.
Despite this, 17% claim to have eaten at Michelin
star/upscale/premium restaurants in the last year
and 39% at a high-end independent restaurant.
One of the great skills of any operator is to keep the
doors open and the chairs filled. Importantly, the
survey confirms that value for money and location
remain the most important factors for millennials in
choosing a restaurant. On average globally, these
factors account for over half of their choices.

By capturing data in this way, we can be
more efficient and improve the customer
experience. An interesting question is
whether AI will get intelligent enough to
add any additional personalised services.
Will Beckett, Co-Founder, Hawksmoor
Perhaps surprisingly, interactive technologies and
automation of services play a remarkably small
part in the decision-making process (only 7% of
rationale when combined). Human interaction
is still king. Globally, the majority of millennials
valued ‘hospitality and human touch’ higher
than technology and automation as a reason
for choosing a restaurant.
Payment technology is an area where millennials
have higher expectations with fast and casual
chains leading the way with payment cards and
apps. Some brands such as Chipotle are involving
their customers in the creative experience,
offering the chance to customise their meal or
try new foods or restaurant experiences.

Restaurant tech expectations and availability
Millennial: Q. Which types of technology do you think would improve your experience when dining
in a restaurant?
F&B industry: Q. Which types of technology have you already implemented in your restaurants?
Q. Which types of technology do you plan to implement in your restaurants in the next 24 months?
47%
44
34

52%
39

%

22
20

24%

21

%
%

21

16%

29%

Translation technology to communicate overseas

22

%

Electronic queue management and messaging system

%

23

%

Interactive screens to dine with a virtual companion

%

3D virtual entertainment (e.g. musicians playing
who aren’t in that location)

28%

1% (all 3 categories)
15

%

16

%

18

Other
None

%

Appealing for millennials
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Paying bill online or through app

Interactive e-menu (e.g. menu on a device that
shows the selections in 3D)

28%

21%

Food and drink ordering in advance of arrival

Order food and drink electronically

%

26%

27%

%

31

%

32%

33

%

31

%

37%

Introduced already

Planned in next 24 months

Technology will always be the support act
to great food, service and atmosphere
and should only be introduced if it fulfils
a genuine customer requirement.
Des Gunewardena,
Chairman and CEO of D&D London

Finding the balance: human touch versus high tech

The technological improvement most wanted by
millennial respondents is the option to order food and
drink in advance of arrival followed by paying the bill
through an app. This is already a reality at many venues.
At Radisson RED, guests have the option of ordering
‘grab-and-go’ food from on-site restaurant OUIBar +
KTCHN using the RED app, then taking it back to their
room or offsite.

Responding to the anticipated desires of customers,
52% of restauranteurs have implemented technology
in their restaurants to allow food and drink ordering
in advance of arrival, and 39% let customers pay their
bill online or through an app.
Surprisingly, some of the more ‘out there’ technologies
do not seem to resonate with millennials. When asked
what types of technologies would improve their dining
experience, globally only 16% thought that 3D virtual
entertainment would improve their dining experience.
There is somewhat of a disconnect between what
restauranteurs think customers want and what their
millennial customers actually do value here, 76%
said that technology would play a significant role in
the customer experience in five years’ time, while 28%
of restaurants expect to implement 3D virtual
entertainment in their restaurants.
To download a copy of the report go to:
https://bit.ly/2Dm1S3e
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The travel industry has changed dramatically since
the original Package Travel Directive (PTD) was
introduced in 1992, which was virtually pre-internet.
The original rules regulated the situation where
consumers booked holidays in pre-arranged
combinations from a tour operator as a single package
that was legally and financially protected. This was
very much bricks and mortar travel agent times.
Given the significant change brought about by the
internet and price comparison sites, consumers
now tend to either book each item separately or
purchase the various elements of their holiday
through an online travel agent, in what they believe
to be a package, but may not be under the PTD.
The new PTD (2018 PTD) has been introduced to
provide greater consumer protection on these
types of bookings, which would not have been
considered a package under the old rules.
The new regulations provide fairer competition
in the travel industry and in the most part save
businesses time and money by providing an
exhaustive list of pre-contractual information
requirements, the content of a package travel
contract, standardised information models and
uniform rules on contract changes.

The 2018 PTD now requires a package to be
formed of two or more services for the same
trip or holiday, and expands the definition to
include several new aspects.
Thus, a package will be regulated if it involves
(i) Travel services combined by one trader before
a single contract on all services is concluded, (ii) a
trip purchased from a single point of sale, where
the services are selected before payment (iii)
where services are offered at a total or inclusive
price (iv) where a trip is advertised under the
term ‘package’ or a similar term, (v) a trip that is
combined in a ‘gift box’ style arrangement, whereby
at least one contract is concluded and the customer
is entitled to choose amongst a selection of travel
services and (vi) a trip that is purchased from
separate traders through a linked online booking
process, where the customer’s name, email, and
payment details are passed on from the first trader
(contract concluded) to another, and a contract
with the latter is concluded within 24 hours.
There are exemptions including business travel,
travel packages sold on an occasional not-for-profit
basis, packages that do not last longer than 24
hours, unless they include overnight
accommodation and LTAs (see overleaf).

Some of the key changes are discussed below.
Definition of a ‘Package’?
The 1992 definition of package was ‘the prearranged combination of at least two [travel
services] when sold or offered for sale at an
inclusive price and when the service covers a
period of more than twenty-four hours or
includes overnight accommodation’.

The new regulations provide fairer
competition in the travel industry and
in the most part save businesses time
and money.
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Altering the price of a holiday
The 2018 PTD gives clear guidance on the
circumstances which would allow a package provider
to alter the price of a holiday. From now on, prices
may be increased if:

The ‘LTA’ concept
The 2018 PTD also introduces a new category
of holiday, referred to as a Linked Travel
Arrangement (LTA).

—— the contract expressly reserves that possibility;
—— the contract states that the customer is entitled to
a price reduction;
—— the contract states how price revisions are
calculated; and
—— the price change does not exceed 8% of the total
price of the package.

An LTA is a travel arrangement that is not a ‘package’
as now defined and thus is a lesser type of travel
arrangement but the 2018 PTD offer purchasers of
LTAs lower levels of financial and legal protection
compared to purchasers of ‘Packages’.

Any contract must also make it clear that price
increases/reductions may occur as a consequence of:
—— the cost of fuel/power source for the carriage of
passengers;
—— level of taxes/fees from third parties; and
—— exchange rate variations.
The trader must notify the traveller, with a justification
and calculation, at least 20 days before the start of
the relevant package. For a price decrease, the trader
may deduct actual administrative expenses, but must
be able to provide proof of such expenses.

A Linked Travel Arrangement (LTA)
is a travel arrangement that is not a
‘package’, but the 2018 PTD offers
purchasers of LTAs lower levels of
financial and legal protection.
Cancellation
The 2018 PTD allows traders to charge ‘reasonable
standardised termination fees’ when a customer
cancels. On the flipside, consumers have the right
to cancel without any charges where there are
extraordinary circumstances at the destination or
in its vicinity that would significantly affect the
performance of any part of the package.
Where the package contract is terminated, the
customer is entitled to a full refund, but no further
compensation. If the organiser wishes to increase
the price by more than 8%, the customer has a
right to cancel the package free of charge.
Liability – beware if you are the ‘organiser’
Although new wording has been introduced
(‘lack of conformity’), the regulations on liability are
mostly unchanged from the 1992 PTD. However, due
to the widened definition of a ‘package’, agents and
other traders will now find themselves liable, if they
are the organiser of the package.
Additionally, where there are unavoidable or
extraordinary circumstances, the organiser has an
obligation to pay for necessary accommodation
for a period of up to three days.
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LTAs provide minimal financial security to the
customer, and there are two types of LTA:
Type 1
The first type is where at least two travel services
are purchased by a traveller (such as flight and hotel)
for the same trip; where separate contracts are
concluded with the individual travel service providers
but where one of the traders facilitates, at a single
point, the separate selection and payment of each
travel service. For instance, if you book a hotel
through your airline website.
This type is likely to be rare due to the condition of
separate payment and separate selection. If a
consumer were to take a provider to court, they may
argue that the selection was not separate because,
for example, booking the hotel was dependent on
the availability of car hire.
Type 2
The second type of LTA is likely to be more common
and applies where at least two travel services are
purchased for the same trip but where separate
contracts are concluded with the individual travel
service providers and the trader facilitates, in a
targeted manner, the procurement of additional
service(s) from another trader; where a contract
with the second trader is concluded within 24 hours
of the initial booking.
This type is likely to be common and the majority
of click-through bookings will be considered an LTA,
due to the rarity of name, email address and
payment details being transferred (which would
constitute a package).
Obligations of the trader where an LTA is sold
The key change brought about by the 2018
PTD is that there are now obligations on the
consumer-facing travel service provider who is the
primary point of contact for the LTA. This service
provider (the first trader) must notify the customer
than an LTA, not a package, has been created in a
clear, prominent manner, and state the associated
rights of the customer.
If notice is not given, then the arrangement will be
treated as a Package, with all the associated financial
and legal protection.

The 2018 Package Travel Directive
Each service provider is solely responsible for the proper
performance of each service.
Benefits to consumers who purchase LTAs
There are certain consumer benefits that apply to
customers who purchase LTAs, in particular where one
of the service providers suffers an insolvency event.
If that does happen:
—— traders facilitating LTAs must provide security for
the refund of all payments received if the travel
service is not provided due to their own insolvency.
There is therefore only protection where the

provider of the first service becomes insolvent, not
the second.
—— traders facilitating LTAs must also provide security
for repatriation if the carriage of passengers is part
of the LTA.
This insolvency protection is weak from a consumer
point of view, and applies only:
—— to the first element booked.
—— as long as the first trader holds the consumer’s
money before passing it on to the service provider.

CMS Comment
CMS welcomes the widening of the protection
now afforded to the public who are now, more
and more, acting as their own online travel agents
and booking personal travel. This bolsters the
already good protection afforded by the ATOL
scheme. The LTA concept is again welcomed but
we wonder whether, in the mind of an internet
purchaser, whether there is a great distinction
between a Package and an LTA these days.
Certainly, businesses offering travel packages on
line, whether as a B2C offering or via weblinks,
click throughs and affiliate deals, should carefully

consider whether they are now selling LTAs and
adjust their policies and paperwork immediately
(if they have not already done so). They should
also review any B2B arrangements with affiliate
partners to see to what extent they are able to be
indemnified in case LTA-based liabilities arise.

David Roberts
Partner
T +44 20 7067 3537
E david.roberts@cms-cmno.com
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Consequences of the new reform
of French law of obligations on
hotel agreements

France recently adopted a reform of the law of
obligations and this has a special impact as
regards the negotiation and execution of hotel
agreements. This general contract law reform
follows the coming into effect of Act No. 2016-131
of 10 February 2016, supplemented by Ratification
Act No. 2018-287 of 20 April 2018.
Indeed, this reform influences the drafting of
commercial lease agreements, management
agreements and franchising agreements pertaining
to the accommodation industry, and applies to
agreements made from 1 October 2016.
The main changes ushered in by this reform are
related to (1) the good faith requirement in
pre-contractual negotiations; (2) the sanctions
applicable if unfair terms are stipulated; and (3)
the application of the hardship mechanism.
Good faith requirements in pre-contractual
negotiations
Article 1112-1 of the French Civil Code introduces
a general information duty by setting forth that:
‘The party who knows information which is of
decisive importance for the consent of the other,
must inform him of it where the latter legitimately
does not know the information or relies on the
contracting party. However, this duty to inform
does not apply to an assessment of the value of
the act of performance. Information is of decisive
importance if it has a direct and necessary
relationship with the content of the contract or
the status of the parties.’
In the case of hotel agreements, the operator shall
be provided with all necessary information directly
related to the executed agreement; this may
include a rather broad range of information,

in particular in the case of commercial leases on
completion, as the purpose of the agreement
consists in the construction and delivery of a hotel.
It is necessary to emphasise that, in the case of
franchising agreements, this disclosure obligation
is regulated by the Act of 31 December 1989
(the ‘Doubin Act’ (Art. L 330-3 of the French
Commercial Code), which imposes on the
franchisor, during the precontractual phase,
the obligation to provide the franchisee with
information, through the communication of
a pre-contractual information file (DIP) when
the franchising agreement is coupled with an
exclusivity clause, during a period of no less
than twenty days prior to the execution of the
agreement or, where applicable, prior to the
payment of any sum of money.
Sanction applicable if unfair terms are
stipulated in a standard form contract
The contract law reform also provides for a
sanction applicable when unfair terms are included
in standard form contracts. Indeed, the new Article
1110 of the French Civil Code (in its version
applicable from 1 October 2018) sets forth that
‘A bespoke contract is one whose stipulations are
freely negotiated by the parties. A standard form
contract is one whose general conditions are
determined in advance by one of the parties
without negotiation.’ Article 1171 of the French
Civil Code concerning the concept of material
imbalance specifies that ‘Any term of a standard
form contract which creates a significant imbalance
in the rights and obligations of the parties to the
contract is deemed not written. The assessment of
significant imbalance must not concern either the
main subject-matter of the contract nor the
adequacy of the price in relation to the act of
performance.’
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Consequences of the new reform of French
law of obligations on hotel agreements

As a consequence, it is necessary (i) to determine
whether or not the various agreements executed with
hotel managers may be characterised as standard form
contracts, and (ii) to ascertain whether the parties have
been able to negotiate the terms of the contract. It will
therefore be necessary to be vigilant in the case of
agreements including standard terms and special terms
(this drafting mode is very frequent as regards French
commercial leases) in which case only the special clauses
are to be negotiated. In practice, it is therefore
important to demonstrate that the parties have freely
exchanged views regarding the drafting of the whole of
the terms of the agreement and to archive all exchanges
of marked-up versions in order to prove that the terms
of the agreement have been freely negotiated between
the parties.
The characterisation of a hotel agreement as a standard
form contract is not devoid of consequences, as the
clause creating a material imbalance shall be
disregarded, i.e. shall be deemed never to have existed;
the action filed by the other contracting party is not
subject to any statute of limitations, and the fact that
this clause is deemed never to have existed may be
invoked at any time.
Application of the hardship mechanism
Another material provision of the contract law reform
having a significant impact on hotel agreements is the
introduction of the hardship mechanism. The new
Article 1195 of the French Civil Code sets forth that if
a change of circumstances that was unforeseeable at
the time of the conclusion of the contract renders
performance excessively onerous for a party who had
not accepted the risk of such a change, that party may
ask the other contracting party to renegotiate the
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In practice, it is therefore important to
demonstrate that the parties have freely
exchanged views regarding the drafting of
the whole of the terms of the agreement.
contract. If, within a reasonable period, the parties
have not reached an agreement, either party may seek
from the court the revision or the termination of the
contract on such date and on such terms as the said
party may determine.
This provision is particularly broad, as it refers to any
change of circumstances that was unforeseeable at the
time of the negotiation of the contract; such change
may be economic (increase in the price of construction
materials, monetary devaluation), may pertain to a
structural change in the accommodation market,
or may consist in physical circumstances, such as a
climatic disaster. The relevant court shall be responsible
for finding whether such change of circumstances
falls within the scope of Article 1195 of the French
Civil Code.
As the contract law reform has not provided that Article
1195 of the French Civil Code is a mandatory provision,
numerous hotel agreements provide in practice for the
parties’ waiver of the right to rely on the hardship
mechanism, in order to avoid calling into question the
contractual balance intended by the parties.
Jean-Robert Bousquet
Partner
T +33 1 47 38 55 00
E jean.robert.bousquet@cms-fl.com
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Hotel hot topics
Hotel owners and operators in the Middle East: all change
The hotels market in the UAE has historically been dominated by the traditional hotel management
agreement structure between the hotel owner and their chosen operator. The past few years has seen
an increasing appetite for owners to move away from that traditional model, instead demanding more
flexibility to be built into the relationship with the operator. We explore some of the drivers for this
and the alternative models which are being used more frequently in the UAE and wider Middle East,
and also explores some of the practical considerations which should be borne in mind during a
‘de-flagging’ or ‘re-flagging’ exercise. To read the full article go to www.cms-lawnow.com
Soho House Amsterdam is a fact
The private members’ club operator has an international concept that offers its members a place to
meet, exchange ideas, work, exercise and relax. The group operates Soho Houses in cities across the
world, including London, New York, Chicago, Berlin, Barcelona and Los Angeles.
On 23 May 2018, the Dutch Council of State (Raad van State) has ruled that Soho House Amsterdam
may be established in the well-known Bungehuis, a nationally listed, iconic building located at the
Spuistraat in Amsterdam. To read the full article go to www.cms-lawnow.com
Reform of the German real estate transfer tax and its impact on hotel transactions
Hotels are usually acquired not by transferring the relevant real estate but by way of the sale of
the share capital in a special purpose vehicle, which owns the property. In Germany this form of
transaction has been used to avoid the need to pay real estate transfer tax, which is usually only
payable on the acquisition of all land (or any part of land) and not on the transfer of shares in a
company. However, the tax department heads of the Federal and State Ministries of Finance have
announced their intention to reform real estate transfer tax rules and its applicability to share deals
in Germany. To read the full article go to www.cms-lawnow.com
Role of the Trust Agreement in the Colombian real estate market
Trust Agreements have been used in the Colombian market for the execution of real estate projects,
for two decades. They have proven to be an effective mechanism for builders and administrators,
in gathering the resources required for a real estate project. As a result of this, Trust Agreements
have become the main option for the execution of these projects without financing from banks
or other financial institutions in early stages of the developments. To read the full article go to
www.cms-lawnow.com
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Tourist taxes: a solution to
over-tourism?

Tourism plays a key role in economies across the
globe. In the European Union alone, for example,
estimates place the total contribution at over a
tenth of EU GDP – and tourist arrivals are expected
to grow at least 2% per annum to reach 557 million
by 2030.
However, the increase in visit numbers is not
without its downsides. The ratio of visitors to
permanent residents in some hotspots has reached
very high levels. In Venice, for example, the ratio
is 113:1, whilst in Barcelona it is 20:1 and in
Amsterdam 19:1.
Even in my home city of Edinburgh in Scotland
– where the ratio is only 8:1 – some local residents
have begun to complain that the capital’s
infrastructure is struggling to cope with the
growing number of visitors. There has been
increasing opposition to new hotel developments
and to the conversion of many city centre properties
to permanent Airbnb use. And vocal complaints last
year by some residents of the Scottish island of
Skye that it was becoming ‘over-touristed’ led to
it topping a global list of ‘destinations to avoid’ in
2018 by news broadcaster CNN.
In response to these concerns, many local
communities are pressing for the introduction
of tourist taxes or – where they already exist
– for the tax rates to be hiked up.

Many local communities are pressing
for the introduction of tourist taxes or
– where they already exist – for the tax
rates to be hiked.

But should governmental authorities accede
to that pressure?
Supporters of a tourist tax say that that an
additional charge on hotel rooms is essential to
pay for the public infrastructure needed to support
tourism – and that adding a few extra pounds to
hotel bills does not affect visitor numbers.
However PwC published a study for the European
Commission at the end of 2017 warning of the
potential impact of imposing a blanket surcharge
on visitors. It highlighted how increasing consumer
sensitivity to pricing can make tourist taxes a barrier
to attracting visitors – and that the overall tax
burden on tourists must be taken into account
when assessing the impact of occupancy taxes.
The PwC report looked at the UK in particular.
Levels of VAT and air passenger duty in the UK are
among the highest in the world. For example,
while VAT on UK hotel rooms runs at 20%, France
and Spain only charge 10% and Germany’s rate is
just 7%. PwC estimated that the impact on the UK
accommodation sector of a 3% room charge would
be a GBP 376m reduction in GDP and 9,010 lost
jobs. And at the wider UK economic level, PwC
thought the result could be over 23,000 lost jobs
and a GBP 1.18bn hole in GDP.
Conversely, PwC found that reduced taxes on
tourism can increase the competitiveness of tourist
destinations and bring wider economic benefits.
Collecting a tourism levy is also an administrative
burden for hoteliers – particularly where the levy is
imposed on a flexible basis with, for example,
different charges depending on the time of year.
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Hotel owners and operators also dislike room taxes
because (depending on how local laws require them
to display room rates to potential guests) simply
applying them on top of their existing prices may
not be commercially possible at ‘sweet’ pricepoints, such as EUR 99 per room. Hoteliers, rather
than visitors, can therefore end up bearing the extra
burden in a tight marketplace that can operate on
tight margins.
A report by American Economics Group raised
concerns about how a hotel room tax can also
divert tourism expenditure from other parts of
the industry, such as restaurants or entertainment,
with a knock-on impact on the rest of the economy.
Other businesses also worry that a hotel room tax
can be something of a Trojan horse: a stepping
stone to the imposition of additional local taxes
on restaurants, bars, airports and shops.
Evidence from those countries that already have
tourist taxes is that they work best when income
from them is ring-fenced with clear lines on how
it should be spent, and when hoteliers and other
stakeholders in the tourism sector are involved in
making the spending decisions. Authorities should
also be clear on the costs of collecting tourist taxes
and administrating and enforcing the schemes, so
that the net income available for public spending
is clearly understood.
However hypothecation of tax revenues is not
always attractive to politicians, who are often
pressed by voters to focus spending on other
priorities. A tourist tax scheme in Rotterdam in
Holland was cancelled in 2006 because the city
council lost business support after diverting monies
to non-tourist activities. And in Scotland, the
left-wing Scottish Labour political party has
expressly called for any tourist tax revenues to be
spent on local services and ‘giving back to the
communities that have made Scotland’s tourist
industry such a success’.
PwC’s report also found that buy-in by the hotel
industry was strongest when authorities ensured
compliance by the sharing economy, for example,
by making use of the establishment of large
platform providers to enable automated collection
of occupancy taxes.
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It’s key to remember that tourist taxes
are not the only tool in helping
manage increasing visitor numbers.
But it’s key to remember that tourist taxes are
not the only tool in helping manage increasing
visitor numbers.
A recent report by McKinsey recommended that
cities tackle hotspots by encouraging tourists to
visit at non-peak times of day, season and year
through arrival limits and ticketing systems – and
by spreading visitors across sites through developing
new attractions and promoting less-popular sites
and areas.
Amsterdam is a great example of how these
solutions can be implemented successfully. Their
app, ‘Discover the City’, deploys nudge theory by
sending users notifications that warn when an
attraction is busier than normal and suggests
alternatives. Buyers of Amsterdam’s City Card,
which allows access to high profile attractions and
free public transport, are encouraged to take a boat
ride in the morning to avoid long queues. And
Zandvoort, a beach 18 miles from the city centre,
has been renamed Amsterdam Beach to reassure
visitors that it can be easily reached.
Given its growing economic contribution, both
public bodies and private sector operators need to
ensure they can provide the infrastructure required
to support the tourism sector’s needs. But
governmental authorities need to ensure that any
tourist taxes do not discourage visitors – and
therefore end up killing the goose that laid the
golden egg.

Roland Smyth
Of Counsel, CMS Edinburgh
TT +44 131 200 7546
EE roland.smyth@cms-cmno.com
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Trends in the UK
restaurants market

Predictions in the post-CVA world
Some commentators in the broadsheet press
have remarked on the troubled nature of the UK
restaurant market noting that CVAs for groups like
Byron Burger, Prezzo, Carluccios and Gaucho Grill
might spell the end of the love affair that the private
equity industry has enjoyed in the restaurant sector
over the past 10 or more years.
Actually, what we are witnessing is very much a
localised issue born largely of spreadsheet-driven
growth strategies underpinned by poor site
selection practised by some of the larger PE-backed
businesses and the fact that in this day-and-age,
it’s hard to stay cool and relevant for long periods
of time without continuing investment.
The reason why CVAs have been so prevalent is
partly also a real estate issue as upwards only rent
reviews in restaurant leases and the insistence of
hefty premiums for site assignment has meant that
larger groups have ended up with multiple sites that
just don’t make money.
Hence, the CVA has allowed some of the larger
groups to jettison circa 20% of their worst
(generally loss making) sites to enable the balance
of their portfolios to trade on.
Whether the landlord community will continue to
allow CVAs to be approved before one is formally
challenged in court is anyone’s guess and I believe
that this is just around the corner.
The interesting point, however, for CMS readers is
that despite some of the more mature businesses
experiencing these difficulties, the market for
EIS-backed early stage restaurant investment
remains vibrant; pointing to a two-speed economy
in the dining sector.

We are working on several early stage investments
and are further aware of at least a dozen funds
(some new and some older) that are looking to
back early stage restaurant groups.
Recent investments in concepts such as Rosas Thai,
Flat Iron, Ogily and Kricket as well as debuts on
crowd-funding platforms for The Good Egg and
Daisy Green demonstrate that the food scene
remains vibrant and very investable.
I suspect however that the days are gone where we
will see new restaurant groups (as opposed to
Franchise / quick service restaurants like McDonalds)
grow beyond 100 units. I think the Cafe Rogue,
Prezzo, Pizza Express days where groups had
multiple hundreds of UK casual dining restaurants
will not be seen again.
This will mean perhaps that more restaurant groups
might list once they become mature enough or
perhaps in order to continue to grow, we will see
more and more larger groups buying smaller and
up-and-coming restaurant groups and generating
synergies from providing central services. I also
believe hotel groups will become natural buyers of
restaurant chains as they begin to want to acquire
the ability to operate food & beverage businesses
and not just seek rooms.
What that means is that we expect the industry to
remain busy and vibrant for a long time to come.

David Roberts
Partner
TT +44 20 7067 3537
EE david.roberts@cms-cmno.com
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Recent Leisure credentials

Mill & Brew
Advising Mill & Brew Limited, a
company established by the
management team of Caffe Fratelli
and an investor, on the acquisition
of Fratelli Holdings Limited which
operates the Caffe Fratelli chain of
coffee shops in London.

Inflexion Private Equity
Acquisition of Atcore Group, the
travel technology company.

Delaware North
Acquisition of Magicgoal Ltd, the
owner of quick-service UK concepts
Prime Burger, Rotisserie Chicken
and Sandwich & Co.

Tour Partner Group
Mayfair Equity Partners backed
Tour Partner Group on the
acquisition of Nordic tour
operator Trans Nordic Tours.

Sam and Georgina Pearman

Lonsdale Capital Partners LLP

MBO of country pub assets from
the Lucky Onion Group.

Acquisition of Nightlight Leisure
Limited, trading as Simmons Bars.

Vagabond Wines
$3.4 m investment by leisure
investor Imbiba.

Active Private Equity
Investment of up to £4.35m in
Travellocal, an online travel agent

Respite Management
Joint venture with Leandro Carreira,
in connection with the restaurant to
be established at Snowsfields Yard.

The Rank Group
Acquisition of the entire issued
share capital of QSB Gaming
Limited, owner of YoBingo.es, a
leading Spanish digital bingo and
casino business for up to €52 m.

Sophie’s Steakhouse
Sale of the holding company of
Sophie’s Steakhouse restaurant in
Covent Garden.

Crosstown Doughnuts
Advising on Crosstown Dough Ltd’s
Series A fundraising.

Daisy Green
Advising Daisy Green Food Group on
its record crowdfunding capital raise.
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Recent hotel credentials

Accor SA
€4.4 bn demerger of 55% of the
AccorInvest division of Accor
Hotels, which includes the
properties and business of nearly
900 of Accor’s owned and
leased hotels.

Hirmer Group
Acquisition of the Travel Charme
Hotels & Resorts, one the leading
resort and holiday hotel chains in
Germany and Austria.

Lone Star, Hudson Advisers and
Amaris Hospitality

Disposal of the hotel businesses
and underlying assets of a portfolio
of Hilton Hotels to LRC Hospitality.
Also advising on the sale of the
company which owned the
Farnham Bush Hotel and the sale of
the business related to the hotel.

Sun Dreams SA
Acquisition of the Argentine
company Nuevo Plaza Hotel
Mendoza S.A., which owns
and operates the Park Hyatt
Mendoza hotel and its casino
in the city of Mendoza.

Orbis
Acquisition of Hotel Mercure Unirii
by Orbis/Accor.
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Fattal Hotels
Advising Israel’s largest hospitality
organisation on its acquisition of
the 36 hotel operating businesses
and brand of the Jurys Inn Group.

International Hotel Properties
International Hotel Properties Ltd
(IHL) disposed of five Opcos to
Redefine BDL Hotels.

Maple EquityPar LP
Disposal of a portfolio of seven
franchised Hilton Hotels across
England and Scotland to
LRC Hospitality.

Fattal Hotels
Acquisition by Pandox and Fattal
Hotels of the Midland Hotel,
Manchester (part of QHotels) from
Aprirose for £115m. and the lease
arrangements with Pandox.

Hillgate/Volker Wessels
€53.8m disposal of Hyatt Place
Amsterdam Airport Hotel.

Hard Rock Hotel Group

Advising in relation to the group’s
first London Hotel in Marble Arch.

Stellar Asset Management
Establishment and funding on
behalf of Stellar Asset
Management of Strathclyde Hotel
LLP and its subsequent acquisition
of the business and assets of the
Holiday Inn Express Strathclyde.

BlackRock UK Property Fund
Acquisition and manageback of the
new Hilton Garden Inn, Birmingham
Airport Hotel from Castlebridge Hotels.

Upcoming events

Upcoming events

Expo Real

ALIS – The Americas Lodging Investment Summit

October 2018, Munich.

28-30 January 2019, Los Angeles.

CMS Conference: real estate in a connected/
divided world

The Casual Dining Show

16 October 2018, London
(invitation only).
HICAP – Hotel Investment Conference Asia Pacific
17-19 October 2018, Hong Kong.
World Travel Market, International Travel
Trade Show

27-28 Feb 2019, London.
International Hotel Investment Forum
4-6 March 2019, Berlin.
MIPIM
12-15 March 2019, Cannes.
HICSA - Hotel Investment Conference, South Asia

5-7 November 2018, London.

3-4 April 2019, venue TBC.

Deloitte European Hotel Investment Conference

AHIC – Arabian Hotel Investment Conference

Wednesday 7 November 2018, London
(invitation only).

9-11 April 2019, Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates.

Hotel Owners Conference
Tuesday 27 November 2018, CMS, London
(invitation only).
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